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1 Introduction
Many statistical calculations and statistical tests for continuous data are based on the
assumption that the sample data are from a population that is normally distributed. If
this assumption is incorrect, the analysis of the data will most likely be incorrect. Thus,
to ensure the assumption of normality is correct, statistical tests for normality are used.
Three of the most frequently-used tests are the Shapiro-Wilk test, the Anderson-Darling
test, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Neither of these tests is available for the TI-
Nspire. However, there is a technique for assessing normality with built-in TI-Nspire
functions that is comparable in power to the Shapiro-Wilk test 1. This article describes
the technique and presents examples of using it.

2 Graphical Techniques for Assessing Normality
There are three commonly-used types of statistical graphs for informally determining
whether or not data are from a normally distributed population: histograms, box plots,
and normal probability plots. For small data sets or data sets with outliers, it’s diffi-
cult to make firm conclusions about the underlying distribution of the data from these
graphs. To illustrate, Figure 1 shows graphs of IQ data from a normal distribution with
a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15:

(a) Histogram (b) Box Plot (c) Probability Plot

Figure 1: Statistical Plots for Assessing Normality

For most students in an introductory statistics course, the three graphs are ambigu-
ous, leaving them uncertain as to whether or not the data are from a population with
a normal distribution. What is needed is a simple, easy-to-use objective technique for
assessing normality.

3 Normal Probability Plots
In a normal probability plot, the sample data from a probability distribution are plotted
against their expected Z-values. These are the Z-values from a standard normal distri-
bution corresponding to the sample values if the sample data are normally distributed.
If the data are from a normally distributed population, the plotted points should lie

1Ryan and Joiner
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along or near a straight line. Figure 2 is a larger image of the normal probability plot
displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 2: A TI-Nspire Normal Probability Plot

The values along the horizontal axis are the sample values arranged from smallest to
largest. The values along the vertical axis are the corresponding expected Z-values
from a standard normal distribution. TI-Nspire plots a reference line through the plot-
ted points as a visual aid for determining if the points lie on or near the line. This plot is
almost identical to a scatter plot with a simple linear regression line through the points.
However, unlike regression plots, TI-Nspire’s normal probability plots do not provide
a correlation coefficient for objectively determining the strength of the association be-
tween the sample values and the Z-values.

4 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r, measures the strength and direction of association
between two sets of values. A value of r near 1.0 indicates a strong direct association, a
value of r near 0 indicates a weak or no association, and a value of r near−1.0 indicates
a strong inverse association. For normal probability plots, a positive r value ”close to”
1.0 indicates a strong association between sample values and their corresponding ex-
pected Z-values. A strong, positive value of r leads to the conclusion that the sample
data are ”most likely” from a normally distributed population.

There are three simple ways to obtain a correlation coefficient between two sets of
values with TI-Nspire: executing the linear regression command, executing the two-
variable command, or executing the correlation matrix command. All three of these
commands are available from a Calculator page’s Statistics - Stat Calculations menu
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and require two sets of input data. For the regression and the two-variable command,
the correlation coefficient between the two sets of data is stored in the global variable
stat.r. For the correlation matrix command, the r value is in the returned matrix. These
commands are used to obtain the correlation coefficient in a Calculator page as follows:

The value of r from executing each of these commands rounded to 3 decimals is 0.986.
This value is very close to 1.0 and indicates there is a linear relation between the sample
data and expected Z-values. To verify this conclusion, the absolute value of r is com-
pared to a critical value from a table of Critical Values for Correlation Coefficient. If
the absolute value of r is greater than the critical value, a linear relation exists 2. The
table of critical values is usually included in statistics textbooks and the critical value is
indexed by the number of data values and the specified value of al pha (the probability
of making an incorrect conclusion) for the test. For the sample values above, there are
10 values and the critical value of r for a sample of size 10 with α = 0.05 is 0.632.
Since |0.986| > 0.632, there is a linear relation between the sample data and the ex-
pected Z-values.

The TI-Nspire document in the file testnormality.tns that accompanies this article con-
tains an implementation of a function that returns the critical value of r given a value
of α and the number of data values. The function is named cvcorcoef and is used as
follows:

2Sullivan, page 179
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A linear relation between the sample values and the expected Z-values is not enough to
conclude the data are from a normally distributed population. The correlation coeffi-
cient must be compared to another critical value to make this determination. That criti-
cal value is in a table of Critical Values of the Normal PPCC Distribution (PPCC is an
abbreviation for Probability Plot Correlation Coefficient), found at the link https://

www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda3676.htm. Critical val-
ues in this table are also indexed by the number of data values and an α value. If the
value of the correlation coefficient is less than the critical value from the table, the hy-
pothesis that the data are from a normally distributed population is rejected. For the
above data, the critical value from the table with α = 0.05 and n = 10 is 0.9173. Since
r = 0.986 > 0.9173, the hypothesis that the data are normally distributed can not be
rejected. The conclusion is that the data are most likely from a normally-distributed
population.

The function named rcvnormdist in the TI-Nspire document accompanying this arti-
cle returns the approximate critical value of the probability plot correlation coefficient
(PPCC). This function is used as follows:

5 Quantiles and Expected Z-values
The preceding paragraphs describe testing for normality using simple linear regression
to obtain the correlation coefficient between sample values and expected Z-values, then
comparing the correlation coefficient to a critical value. Doing this requires a list of
expected Z-values. Although TI-Nspire’s normal probability plots display expected Z-
values, this list is not accessible. Thus, the list of values must be calculated before a
test of normality can be performed.

Quantiles divide a range of n values ordered from lowest to highest value into inter-
vals with each interval containing the same probability (or percentage of values). For
a sample of n values, the expected Z-values are calculated by first creating n sample
quantiles and applying a formula to find the probability, pi, for each quantile with rank
(index) i. Each quantile is a value at the indexed position in the range of values, and pi
is the probability that a random variable X is less than or equal to the indexed value.
The expected Z-value is found using the inverse normal function (or a Standard Normal
Distribution Table lookup) with pi as the argument to the function or as the value for a
table lookup.

Sample quantiles are estimated by ordering (sorting) the sample data from lowest to
highest value and ranking the sorted values from 1 to n. One of several different formu-
las is then applied to the ranks to determine the probability for each quantile, assuming
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the sample data are normally distributed. The expected Z-value for each quantile is
then found using the probability for that quantile.

There are about 12 formulas for estimating probabilities for quantiles 3. A formula
in many statistics textbooks 4 is Pr(i) = i−0.375

n+0.25 . The formula in statistics textbooks
for engineers 5 is Pr(i) = i−0.5

n . This is also the formula TI-Nspire uses for its normal
probability plot. For each of these formulas i is the rank and n is the number of sample
values.

An example illustrating the meaning of the terms and calculations described above
is displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Calculating Quantiles and Expected Z Values

The columns in the spreadsheet shown in Figure 3 are

• Column A, normvals: the list of sample values sorted in ascending order.

• Column B, normndx: the ranks for the sample values. Generated with the seq()
function.

• Column C, normpi: the probability pi of each ranked sample value, if the data
are normally distributed. Calculated with the formula Pr(i) = i−0.5

n .

• Column D, normz: the Z-value for pi. Calculated with the invNorm() function.

The lists in column A and column D contain quantiles of the sample data and the
Z-values from a standard normal distribution, respectively. If the sample data are nor-
mally distributed, the probabilities of drawing a random variable X from the population

3Makonnen, paragraph 2
4Sullivan, page 352
5Montgomery, page 216
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for the sample quantiles are:

Pr(X ≤ 78) = 0.05,Pr(X ≤ 87) = 0.15,Pr(X ≤ 94) = 0.25, · · · ,Pr(X ≤ 125) = 0.95

If the sample is normally distributed, the plotted points of the sample quantiles versus
the Z-value quantiles will lie on or near a straight line.

6 Probability Plots with Linear Regression
Generating a normal probability plot with TI-Nspire is simple after the expected Z-
values are calculated in a Lists and Spreadsheet application. The steps are:

1. Insert a Data & Statistics page to the document; or, select the Data - Quick
Graph menu item in the Lists & Spreadsheet page to add the Data & Statistics
page in a split pane.

2. Add the list of sample values to the horizontal axis and the list of expected Z-
values to the vertical axis.

Performing these two steps results in a scatter plot as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Scatter Plot of Sample Values versus Expected Z Values

The plotted points in the scatter plot appear to lie along a straight line. Selct the An-
alyze - Regression - Show Linear (mx+b) menu item to perform linear regression and
add a reference line to the plot. The result is shown in Figure 5.

The plot in Figure 5 shows most of the plotted points falling on or near the fitted
regression line, indicating that the sample is from a normal distribution. The correla-
tion coefficient from regression is obtained and compared to the critical value of the
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Figure 5: Scatter Plot with Reference Line from Linear Regression

probability plot correlation coefficient in a Calculator page to objectively determine if
the sample is normally distributed:

Note that the conclusion is that the data are ”most likely” normally distributed: there
is a small possibility that the test results are incorrect. Testing a hypothesis at α = .05
means that if 100 samples are taken from a normally-distributed population and tested,
approximately 5 tests (5 percent) will result in rejecting the hypothesis of normality
even when the sample is from a normally-distributed population.

7 Steps for Assessing Normality
Following is a summary of the steps described in the above paragraphs for assessing
normality:

1. Enter the n sample values in a column in a Lists & Spreadsheet page; e.g.,
column A.
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2. Sort the sample values in ascending order using the Actions - Sort menu item.

3. Rank the n sample values by creating a sequence from 1 to n in another column;
e.g., column B.

4. Calculate the standard normal probabilities for the ranked values in another col-
umn; e.g., column C. Use the formula Pr(i)= i−0.5

n or the formula Pr(i)= i−0.375
n+0.25

to calculate the probabilities.

5. Calculate the expected Z-values in another column; e.g., column D. Use the TI-
Nspire function invNorm(Pr(i)) to find the expected Z-values.

6. Create a scatter plot of the quantiles in a Data & Statistics page. Place the sam-
ple values along the horizontal axis and the expected Z-values along the vertical
axis. The resulting plot is a normal probability plot (also called a Quantile-
Quantile plot).

7. Add a reference line to the plot by executing the menu item Analyze - Regres-
sion - Show mx+b. Informally assess normality by examining the plot to see if
all the plotted points lie near or along the regression line.

8. Obtain the value of r, the correlation coefficient between the sample values and
their expected Z-values. If the value of r2 (the coefficient of determination) is
displayed in the plot, the value of r is simply the square root of r2. Otherwise,
in a Calculator page, execute the linear regression command, the two-variable
command, or the correlation matrix command as described above.

9. Obtain the critical value of the correlation coefficient by looking up the value in
a table of critical values or by executing the rcvnormdist() function.

10. Objectively determine if the sample is normally distributed by comparing the
value of r with the critical value. If the value of r is greater than the critical
value, the sample is most likely normally distributed.

8 Examples
The following examples illustrate assessing normality for both a normally distributed
sample and a sample that is not normally distributed.

8.1 Example 1: A Normally Distributed Sample
The sample data for this example is from a normal distribution with a population mean
of 12 and a population standard deviation of 0.01. The sample data was generated us-
ing randNorm(12,0.01,10).

Figure 6 shows the Lists & Spreadsheet page with the data and the calculations for
the sample data.
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Figure 6: Sample Data with Expected Z-value Calculations

Figure 7 displays two Data & Statistics pages in a split pane. The top page is a
TI-Nspire normal probability plot and the bottom page is a normal probability plot
generated from the sample data as a scatter plot with a regression line.

Figure 7: Normal Probability Plots in a Split Pane
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The Calculator page commands to test for normality are:

8.2 Example 2: A Non-Normally Distributed Sample
The sample data for this example consists of 10 random integer values between 1 and
100. Random integers can be generated with the randInt() function.

Figure 8 shows the Lists & Spreadsheet page with the data and the calculations for
the sample data.

Figure 8: Sample Data with Expected Z-value Calculations
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Figure 7 displays two Data & Statistics pages in a split pane. The top page is a
TI-Nspire normal probability plot and the bottom page is a normal probability plot
generated from the sample data as a scatter plot with a regression line.

Figure 9: Normal Probability Plots in a Split Pane

The Calculator page commands to test for normality are:

9 Critical Value Functions
The TI-Nspire document that accompanies this article, testnormality.tns, has imple-
mentations of two functions that return critical values: rcvnormdist() and cvcorcoef().
These functions can be used instead of using tables to look up critical values. Following
are descriptions of these two functions.
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9.1 rcvnormdist()
This function returns an approximation to the critical value of the probability plot cor-
relation coefficient (PPCC). The calculated correlation coefficient r between two sets
of data is compared to the critical value to test the hypothesis that data are normally
distributed. If the calculated value is less or equal to the critical value, the hypothesis
of normality is rejected.

The implementation of rcvnormdist() is based on the approximations in the article,
Normal Probability Plots and Tests for Normality, by Thomas Ryan and Bryan Joiner,
available at the link https://www.minitab.com/uploadedFiles/Content/News/
Published_Articles/normal_probability_plots.pdf. The exact values for the
critical values are tabled and can be downloaded from the link https://www.itl.

nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda3676.htm.

Function Usage:

rcvnormdist(alpha,nvals)

Return approximate critical value of r for testing normality of a distribution

consisting of ’nvals’ values at a significance level of ’alpha’

Input arguments:

alpha - the significance level for the test: must be 0.10, 0.05, or 0.01

nvals - the number of sample values: must be 4 or more

Returns:

The critical value of r (the correlation coefficient) for the test of

normality. If the critical value is greater than 0.9999, the returned

value is 0.9999.

9.2 cvcorcoef()
This function returns the critical value of the correlation coefficient for a linear relation
between two sets of values. The calculated correlation coefficient r between two sets
of data is compared to the critical value to test the hypothesis that there is no linear
relation between the two sets of data; i.e., r = 0. If the calculated value is greater than
the critical value, the hypothesis that there is no linear relation is rejected.

The code for this function is based on code presented by Elizabeth Page-Gould, Uni-
versity of Toronto, at the link https://www.researchgate.net/post/What_is_

the_formula_to_calculate_the_critical_value_of_correlation. The cal-
culated values are the same as the critical values found in tables of critical values in
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statistics textbooks.

Function Usage:

cvcorcoef(alpha,nvals)

Returns critical value of r for testing for a linear relation between

two sets of data consisting of ’nvals’ values at a significance level

of ’alpha’

Input arguments:

alpha - the level for the test, must be 0.10, 0.05, or 0.01

nvals - the number of sample values must be 3 or more

Returns:

The critical value of r (the correlation coefficient) for testing

whether a linear relation between the data exists.

10 Summary
This article presented a technique for testing whether sample data are from a normally-
distributed population using TI-Nspire’s built-in scatter plot and linear regression func-
tionality. Testing for a linear relation between two sets of data was also discussed.
Critical values of Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, r, for performing these tests was
described.

TI-Basic functions for calculating and returning the critical values of the correlation
coefficient were presented. The functions are implemented in the TI-Nspire document,
testnormality.tns, that accompanies this article.
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